Abstract. Let D be a Dedekind domain and M a rank-one torsion-free /J-module. An analysis of A = SD{M), the symmetric algebra of M, yields the following information:
0. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to study the homological dimensions of symmetric algebras. For reasons that will become obvious these algebras present far more difficulties than group algebras of abelian groups, for example, especially as the dimensions increase. For the most part, we shall concern ourselves with the study of dimension two and focus on the pivotal role played by the symmetric algebra of a rank one flat module over a Dedekind domain. This algebra is shown to be coherent of the required dimension. Unfortunately, the vital property of coherence disappears for higher rank modules and we must rely on cardinality conditions to give estimates of the dimensions.
We next take up the reverse question by attempting to describe the symmetric algebras of dimension two. Although a complete description is not given, enough information is obtained to provide a reasonably clear picture, especially in the case of domains where they are fully characterized.
1. Dimensions of symmetric algebras. All rings are assumed commutative and we shall follow the standard terminology as in [1] , [2] and [7] , except that a local ring will not necessarily be Noetherian. In addition the weak global dimension of a ring A is denoted here by Tor-dim A.
We begin by determining the Tor-dimension of the symmetric algebra of a rank one flat module over a Noetherian ring of finite global dimension.
(1.1) Lemma. Let A be a G.C.D. domain and M a rank-one flat module. Then M is the directed union of cyclic submodules.
Proof. We may assume M ç K = qf(A). It is enough to show that the cyclic submodules of M form a directed system. Let a, ß E M, a = a'/b', ß = c'/d'. Since A is a G.C.D. domain we can assume gcd(a', b') ** 1 = gcd(c', d').
Let e = gcd(a', c'), f = gcd(6', a") and rewrite a ** ea/fb, ß = ec/fd with gcd(6, d) = 1 = gcd(a, c).
Since bca = adß we have the following relation:
beet -adß = 0. By the flatness of M there exists tx, G M and bJt CjEA such that « -2 *,«,> 0 = 2 9"y and ¿>cfy = aaVy for all /. Since gcd(a, b) = gcd(a, c) = 1, this forces a\b} hence fy = abj and so ôcèj = dcj. Similarly we get bj = dbj' and hence 6c¿/ = Cj. Combimng we have a = aa*2 6/a,-and ß = bc^bfaj. Thus the cyclic submodules are directed and the result follows.
An easy application gives us information on the Tor-dimension.
(1.2) Proposition. Let A be locally a G.C.D. domain and M a rank-one flat module. Then Tor-dim S (M) < Tor-dim ,4 + 1.
Proof. Since the Tor-dimension is determined locally, we may assume A is local. By (1.1) M is then the union M = U Ma of cyclic submodules. We write S(M) = ind lim S(Ma) = ind Um^ [xa] since each Ma is in fact free on one generator. The flat version of Hubert's syzygies theorem gives Tor-dim A [x"] = 1 + Tor-dim A, and the result is then clear.
We may make a more precise statement about Prüfer domains: Proof. Since / is a flat .¿-module we tensor by A/ P to get I/PI, a flat A/P-module. As A/P is a domain I/PI is torsion-free. Consider the sequence 0-*I->A^>A/I-+0 and tensor by A/P to get 0 -> Torx(A //, A /P ) -> I/PI -> A /P -> A /I -> 0. Now Torx(A/I,A/P) » / n P/PI -P/PI. If I/PI is torsion-free, so is Torx(A/I, A/P) as it is a submodule. But I/P annihilates Torx(A/I, A/P), thus forcing it to be trivial. Hence P/PI = 0 and P = PI.
Returning now to the proof of (1.3) we see from the lemma that If / n A ■ / ¥" 0, then J is a finitely generated ideal of A and thus projective. This forces / = 75 to be 5-projective. Thus we may assume / n A = 0. As £^-{0} = K[t], 1A _{0) is principal, generated by an element of least degree which may be taken to be one of the f¡, say /,. Then for all k, In either case we note that / = hL where LnA¥*0.
As L = (L n A)B, L is then a projective 5-module and hence I ** hLis also projective.
For the rest of this section we make the blanket assumption that D is a Dedekind domain, M a rank-one torsion-free (hence flat) D-modnle, and set A = SD(M). We remark that for primes of D, MP is either cyclic or equal to K, the quotient field of D.
For nonfinitely generated M, the ring A is not Noetherian, nor in general locally Noetherian. To check this however, we need only check at the primes ofD: Proof. Clear. The following lemma will prove useful in our discussion of coherence: Proof. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of A. Since A is the directed union A =* \JaS(Ma) where the Ma are finitely generated, we may write / = IqA where I0 is a finitely generated ideal of A0 ** S(Mß) for some ß.A0 is then Noetherian of dimension two. This last is true, since, by (1.5) we check at the localizations at primes of D, where (Mß)p is a free /^-module of rank-one. According to [12] we may express I0 = KL0 in A0 where K is projective and ¿o is an ideal of grade two. As K is finitely presented it is then enough to show that L = L^A is finitely presented. First we note that Lq n D = / ^ 0 for, otherwise, in the localization at D -{0}, ¿o survives and has grade two in the ring K[f\, which is impossible.
Consider then the exact sequence 0 -> JA -> Lryí -► LoA/JA -> 0.
By the lemma A/JA is Noetherian, hence L^A/JA is a finitely presented A/JA ideal. A/JA is in turn .¿-finitely presented and thus LqA/JA is .¿-finitely presented. As J is an ideal of D it is projective, so JA is .¿-projective and hence JA is finitely presented.
With both LqA/JA and JA finitely presented, we have that LqA is finitely presented.
Remark. Though the Dedekind assumption may seem too strong at this point, in the next section we offer an example which shows that Prüfer is not enough.
Unfortunately, for higher rank modules coherence fails in general. However, with some cardinality conditions we can determine the dimensions as in the following example. which by (1.3) gives Tor-dim A < 2. Localization at Z -{0} gives Tor-dim A -2. By Jensen's lemma [6] we get gl dim A < 3.
As domains of global dimension two are coherent [10] , we have that gldimS(0 0ß)-3.
Similarly for higher dimensional analogs we have that Tor-dim S (Qn)"n, but only gl dim S(Qn) < n + 1.
Probably the higher bound holds.
Note that, at this point, we still have no bound on the global dimension without the use of cardinality conditions. Thus we turn our attention to that task.
Recall that if D is a Dedekind domain and M is a rank-one flat Z)-module, It is clear that Dx and D2 remain Dedekind domains. Hence the primes of Dx correspond to primes in $x and likewise for D2. We then have DXM -K and D2M ** M. It is clear that the injection D -» Dx X D2 is faithfully flat, hence the corresponding extension
is also faithfully flat.
By the descent theorem [5] , it is enough to find the global dimension of each of the components.
We Hence it suffices to give the dimension of A = SDi(M) which is locally Noetherian and we drop the subscript. Since Tor-dim A = 2 and A is coherent, finitely generated ideals have projective dimension at most one and the following proposition will take care of flat ideals.
(1.9) Proposition. If I is aflat ideal of A -S(M) then pd / < 1.
Proof. Let / be a flat ideal and / = {a, ... a"} ç / a finitely generated subideal. / admits a decomposition J = ML where M is projective and L~x ** A. We claim that Mel and as a consequence J is the directed union of finitely generated projective ideals.
It suffices to check this inclusion locally. As / is flat and A is locally a regular local ring of dimension two, Ip ** (f) a free ideal. On the other hand As JV-1 is a torsion-free submodule of K and gl dim D = 1, pd^N-1) < 1. Hence pd^/ < pdfl(Ar') < 1.
We may now state the main result. Proof. By the previous discussion M can be taken to be locally principal and, in determining the projective dimension of an ideal I of S(M), we may assume / is neither flat nor finitely generated.
Let / be the subideal of I generated by "polynomials" of least degree. We have the exact sequence This is as far as we may push the general analysis. Even in the case that A is a domain we cannot eliminate the possibility that it has global dimension two. We will provide examples exhibiting the range of possibilities which reflect the lack of uniformity in the localization process. Rather than make any kind of uniformity assumptions, we shall just treat the case when A is local of dimension two. Proof. We have that A is a domain and M is flat, hence S(M) is also a domain [8] . As A is not a field rk Af = 1 and we may write B = S(M) = A + Mt + M2t2 + ... in a familiar fashion. We note that if p is a nonmaximal prime ideal of A, the ideal (p, (Mt)) is a nonmaximal prime of B and hence is flat. Thus we have the flat ideal (p, (Mt)) properly containing the prime ideal (Mt) and we apply (1.4) to get that pM = M for all nonmaximal primes of A and thus also for the maximal ideal m of A. We now make a case by case analysis, assuming M The reader is referred to [3] for similar examples, using the D + M construction.
(2.8) Example. We offer here an example of a symmetric algebra of dimension two which illustrates the difficulty of further classification.
Let A = Q[x,y\XJ/)n,x-Xy where Q is the rational numbers and the localization is with respect to the multiplicative set Q[x,y]\ {(x,y) u (x -1)}. Thus A has exactly two maximal ideals. Setting M = if(x,y)/g(x,y)\g(x,y)
is not divisible by x -1), we see that M,Xt)f) » Q(x,y) and M,X_X) = (a). As A-*A,XJ/)X A,X_X) is faithfully flat the corresponding map 5(M)-> S(M),XJf) X S(M),X_X) is also faithfully flat, and we determine the dimension of S(M) in the two components.
S(M),XJ,-> has only countably many principal primes and thus its dimension is two as noted in Remark (2.6). As for S(M),X_X) we note that A,X"X) is a D.V.R. and we invoke the syzygies theorem.
Thus we take the point of view that the algebras of section one are the mainstream examples of symmetric algebras of dimension two and that the others should be regarded as exceptions.
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